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• Network traffic must be analyzed after each
Marine Corps field exercise for cyber anomalies
• Verification by personnel cumbersome and time
consuming
• Apply data mining techniques to conduct
automated, large scale packet analysis
streamlining the process to detect network traffic
anomalies Typical Field Exercise Operations Center
CLUSTER COMPUTING FOR 
AUTOMATED NETWORK ANALYSIS 
AT SCALE 
Phase II Model: MapReduce with HBase
• HBase provides an alternative storage capability for MapReduce
• HBase is a distributed database that when added to MapReduce
provides functionality to dispersed organizations where the data
is scattered
• Algorithms were successfully written and tested for traditional
network metrics including network usage per IP address, port
counts, protocol counts, and network usage by hour of day and
day of the week per IP address
Results and Recommendations for Future Work
• Demonstrated the viability data mining
techniques for automating bulk data analytics
• The algorithms created tested outperformed
a free-ware packet analyzer in terms of speed
• Future work: create algorithms to automatically
identify normal and abnormal network behavior
• Create tools to simplify the Hadoop
environment for analyst ease for algorithm
development
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Scan of the First Five Row Keys in HBase Shell
Phase I Model: Hadoop MapReduce & 
Algorithm Development
• Investigated open source options associated
with data mining techniques
• Investigated MapReduce to test feasibility of
the Apache Hadoop ecosystem for this
tasking
• The algorithm examines months of network
traffic in minutes versus hours of an person’s
capability to scan recordsExample MapReduce Flow to Determine Bandwidth Use per IP Address
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